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Abstract—User involvement in software engineering has been
researched over the last three decades. However, existing studies
concentrate mainly on early phases of user-centered design
projects, while little is known about how professionals work with
post-deployment end-user feedback. In this paper we report on
an empirical case study that explores the current practice of user
involvement during software evolution.
We found that user feedback contains important information
for developers, helps to improve software quality and to identify
missing features. In order to assess its relevance and potential
impact, developers need to analyze the gathered feedback, which
is mostly accomplished manually and consequently requires high
effort. Overall, our results show the need for tool support
to consolidate, structure, analyze, and track user feedback,
particularly when feedback volume is high. Our findings call
for a hypothesis-driven analysis of user feedback to establish the
foundations for future user feedback tools.
Index Terms—user involvement, software evolution, user feedback

I. I NTRODUCTION
User involvement in software engineering is an established
research field [10], which has been studied particularly at its
intersection with human-computer-interaction [1]. It aims at
maximizing system usefulness and usability by understanding
users’ needs and expectations. Its foundations go back to the
early 1980s, in particular to Gould’s and Lewis’ key principles
of usability [4] which together with Norman’s and Draper’s
work [12] form the pillars of user-centered design.
Over the last three decades user involvement has changed
significantly. For example, software users changed from programmers or trained technical staff to practically any person
[5], causing a fundamental shift in developers’ attitude towards
them [8]. With application distribution platforms and mobile
devices, neither the users of software nor its context of use are
known before its delivery. The consequence of these changes
is an increasing distance between developers and users [6],
while more focus on users would actually be necessary to
satisfy their increasing demands [11]. As a consequence, postdeployment user feedback such as feature requests and bug
reports become increasingly important to developers [9].
In open source communities social media facilitate the
interaction between users and developers and help to dissolve
boundaries between them [14]. Likewise, current web-based or
integrated rating and feedback platforms allow users to easily
express their pains and needs for commercial software. But
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while there are studies about user involvement in user-centered
design projects, little is known about how professionals work
with end-user feedback, and which are the benefits and challenges – especially when a large number of users is involved.
We report on an empirical case study which we conducted
between June and September 2012 to explore the current
practice of user involvement during software evolution. Our
goal was to understand what happens with user feedback in
development environments and what is the rationale behind.
First and foremost, we aimed at describing current practice
and identifying underlying challenges, but we also wanted
to glimpse at the practitioners’ requirements on tools which
would solve the identified issues. The contribution of this
paper is twofold. First, we describe settings put in place by
professionals to involve users and how and why they deal with
the collected user feedback. Second, we derive a catalogue of
hypotheses about user involvement in software evolution to
guide further research and tool development efforts.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the
study setting in terms of research questions and methodology, and introduces the research data. The following three
sections summarize our findings on the user involvement
setting (Section III), developers’ workflows to analyze user
feedback (Section IV), and developers’ expectations towards
tool support (Section V). Section VI discusses implications of
our findings for researchers, practitioners, and tool designers
and describes the limitations of our study, while Section VII
presents related work. Section VIII concludes our study.
II. S TUDY S ETTING
A. Research Questions
We are particularly interested in three aspects of how professional developers involve users during software evolution:
their user involvement setting, their workflows to analyze and
work with user feedback, and their requirements for a toolsupported consolidation and assessment of user feedback.
RQ 1: User involvement setting describes how, where, and
when users may provide feedback. In particular, we aim at
answering the following questions:
• Infrastructure: Which channels do developers use to
gather user feedback?
• Frequency: How often can users provide feedback?
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• Communication: Are users systematically involved?
RQ 2: User involvement workflow details how and why
developers work with user feedback. We aim at identifying and
understanding developers’ problems, answering the following
questions:
• Motivation: Why is user feedback important?
• Analysis: How do developers analyze user feedback?
• Problems: Which problems do developers encounter, and
which role do quantity, quality, structure, and content of
user feedback play?
RQ 3: User involvement requirements summarize developers’ needs and expectations towards tool support for user
involvement. We focus particularly on user feedback consolidation and assessment, answering the following questions:
• Tool support: Do developers expect that tool support
for feedback consolidation improves user involvement
practice?
• Consolidation: How should feedback be consolidated?
• Assessment: Would developers embrace measures about
users and usage which are driven by user feedback?
We formulated a set of 20 specific interview questions for these
aspects together with a set of answers to facilitate the interview
process. Additionally, we collected 7 meta-questions about the
subjects’ background and the projects they report on, in order
to enable a descriptive classification. The complete catalogue
of questions is available online1 .

B. Research Method
Case studies can provide a detailed view on real-life situations and thus may reveal the reasons why and the mechanisms
how specific phenomena occur [2], [3]. Our goal is to explore
user involvement in software evolution practice to understand
developers’ current workflows, their problems, and their motivation to involve users. Additionally, we seek to describe
and explain the situation whenever possible. Consequently,
our case study mainly serves an exploratory purpose, but also
exposes descriptive or explanatory character [16].
Our study proposition is threefold. First, we assume that
developers appreciate user feedback as important source of
information about the acceptance of their software. Second,
we hypothesize that current user involvement practice is unsystematic and bears several technical challenges and practical
limitations in particular due to the quantity, quality, structure,
and content of user feedback [13]. Third, we expect that developers embrace tool support which allows them to deal with
large amounts of user feedback and to assess the acceptance
and status of their software according to its users.
To collect qualitative data which helps to explore the
practical situation and to test our proposition, we conducted
semi-structured and open-ended interviews [15] via phone
or face-to-face, with professional developers working at different software companies. Semi-structured interviews allow
for improvisation and thus facilitate an exploration of the
1 http://www1.cs.tum.edu/dennispagano#downloads
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Figure 1. Case study methodology.

studied cases [16]. Rather than randomly choosing cases
for the study, we selected few software companies which
develop and maintain interactive software for a large number
of users, and one company with a smaller user audience in
order to study potential effects of the amount of users. The
selected companies allow their users to provide feedback and
are interested in understanding it. We employ this purposive
sampling strategy since we expect the resulting cases to be
most relevant to our proposition [2].
For our case study, we followed the design principles and
procedures described by Runeson and Höst [16]. As shown
in Figure 1, our methodology consists of three phases: a
preparation phase, a data collection phase, and a data analysis
phase.
1) Preparation Phase: After choosing the data collection
method and case selection strategy, we created a case study
protocol in order to capture design decisions and document
the data collection process. Next, we formulated a template
letter to invite participants as well as a consent agreement to
inform subjects about the study purpose and their anonymity.
The consent agreement also documents the explicit agreement
of the subjects to participate in the study. We sent the invitation
letter via email to six selected companies which were the first
candidates. Five companies agreed to the interviews. Around
one week before an interview, we provided the specific subject
with the question catalogue. We explicitly called their attention
to the semi-structured nature of the interview, and underlined
that the questions should be regarded as support.
2) Data Collection Phase: Before starting each interview,
we briefly explained the study purpose to the participant and
recalled the exploratory nature of the study. As suggested by
Runeson and Höst [16], we recorded each interview in an
audio format after having asked for the interviewee’s consent.
The interviews took between 29 and 55 minutes, during which
we asked the pre-defined questions as well as questions as
a reaction to each subject’s particular answers. After the
interviews, we transcribed the recorded audio with the help
of the notes we had taken during the interviews. We then sent
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Table I
OVERVIEW OF INTERVIEW PARTNERS AND STUDIED PROJECTS .
company code

# active users

user audience

platform

release cycle

subject code

work experience

project role

C1

> 10,000

special consumers

both

3 weeks

S1

6–10 years

developer

C2

150,000–200,000

consumers & professionals

desktop

4 weeks

S2

3–5 years

developer

C3

> 10,000

consumers

mobile

2–6 months

S3

3–5 years

developer

C4

100,000–200,000

consumers

mobile

2–6 months

S4

3–5 years

architect

C5

100–500

special professionals

desktop

4–8 weeks

S5

6–10 years

product manager

each transcription to the corresponding interviewee and asked
for corrections, which we did not receive.
3) Data Analysis Phase: We started analyzing the interviews by reading the transcriptions and highlighting remarkable and particularly unique statements. Due to the semistructured nature of the interviews, the transcriptions did
not always follow the order of the pre-defined questions.
Moreover, subjects often extended earlier statements as the
interview proceeded, so that helpful details were frequently
given during later questions. We therefore decided to code the
transcriptions according to two schemata. First, the pre-defined
interview question each statement answers, and second, the
research question for which we regarded it as relevant. The
second schema was especially helpful to identify meaningful
examples for each research question. We then answered the
research questions by comparing the different statements.

Feedback

Feature Requests

Error Reports

Table II
U SER INVOLVEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE : USER FEEDBACK CHANNEL
UTILIZATION FREQUENCY – 4: MOST OFTEN , 3: OFTEN , 2: SOMETIMES ,
1: RARELY, –: NEVER .

Five small and medium-sized software companies agreed to
take part in our case study. We interviewed one subject per
company. Each subject reported on one specific, proprietary,
commercially successful product developed in her company.
Table I gives an overview of the studied projects and subjects.
In particular, it provides details about the user audience, and
shows the work experience and main project role for each
subject. Four of the five studied software products (C1–C4)
have a large number of users (more than 10,000), whereas
the software developed by C5 accounts for a smaller user
audience (between 100 and 500). In three cases (C1, C3, and
C4) the users of the studied software are consumers, a special
consumer group in the case of C1, and all consumers in the
case of C3 and C4. From the remaining two companies, C2
develops an application with a general user audience, while
C5 develops software for a special group of professionals. Two
companies (C2 and C5) work on desktop applications and two
(C3 and C4) on mobile applications, while in the case of C1
the application is developed for both platforms.
III. U SER I NVOLVEMENT S ETTING
Our interviews show that gathering user feedback plays an
important role in the studied companies. All subjects report
that their users may contribute using error reports, feature
requests, and feedback on existing features which includes
improvement and enhancement requests. All subjects, except
S5, also regard users’ ratings (e.g. in application distribution
platforms such as the Apple AppStore) as important user

Ratings

C. Research Data

channel
Integrated
Email
AppStore
Phone
Blog
Email
AppStore
Integrated
Phone
Blog
Forum
Twitter
Facebook
Email
AppStore
Integrated
Phone
Blog
Forum
AppStore
Rating site
Email

C1
3
4
–
–
–
3
–
–
–
–
3
–
1
3
3
–
–
–
3
4
–
–

C2
4
1
–
1
3
2
3
4
2
3
–
3
–
2
2
4
–
3
–
–
4
–

C3
4
4
4
3
–
4
4
3
–
–
–
–
–
4
4
–
3
–
–
4
–
3

C4
3
1
4
1
–
1
4
3
1
–
–
–
–
1
4
3
1
–
–
4
–
–

C5
4
4
–
1
–
4
–
–
1
–
–
–
–
4
–
–
1
–
–
–
–
–

mean
3.6
2.8
1.6
1.2
0.6
2.8
2.2
2.0
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.2
2.8
2.6
1.4
1.0
0.6
0.6
2.4
0.8
0.6

feedback. While being aware of their importance in other
scenarios, S5 stated that ratings are irrelevant for the product
she reported on. Interestingly, S5 reported on the only software
being developed for a smaller group of professionals, which
suggests that public ratings are less important in such contexts.
In contrast, S1, who develops for a large consumer audience,
regards ratings as the “most critical” user feedback which even
can “create tension” and “harm your product”. In particular if
errors occur, users tend to quickly give bad ratings, which
in turn immediately affect sales numbers. S1 illustrates the
possible effects: “If you mess things up, they [users] will kill
your product”.
A. Infrastructure
Table II shows the user involvement infrastructure as reported by the subjects in our case study. For four types of
retrospective user information we asked subjects to name
the channels over which this user information reaches them,
together with its relative frequency. In total we collected 9
different channels, which shows that user feedback is currently
widely scattered rather than being a single source of information for developers. The top three channels for error reports,
feature requests, and feedback on existing features are common
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except for their order. Emails, the AppStore, and mechanisms
integrated in the software (for instance a feedback library)
account for the most user feedback at subjects’ companies.
Ratings are mostly done in the AppStore, on particular rating
sites, and via email, while integrated mechanisms are not
used. Subject S4 explained that their software prompts the
user to rate the product after a specific time period, which
seems to be common practice for mobile applications. None
of the companies provides all users with access to a public
issue tracker. S3 specifically explained that at her company a
public issue tracker is utilized only in the case of one single
software, whose users are professional salesmen. Apart from
this exception, all subjects agreed that issue trackers are best
for internal use only.
Hypothesis 1. User feedback is scattered across multiple
channels, with email, application distribution platforms, and
integrated feedback mechanisms being frequently utilized.
Interestingly, users seem to select the appropriate channel
intentionally. S1 describes: “The more critical their feedback
is, the more public is the channel they choose.” She reported
on a case where the company had to concentrate on the
mobile version of the software, and decided to delay the
development of some of the desktop version’s features. “At
the beginning we received single mails, but as more and more
desktop users felt left over, they started a public campaign on
Facebook.” S2 confirmed this user behavior: “We had a user
forum but discontinued it, because the users allied to request
features we did not want to implement.” In particular errors
are immediately published. According to S1, users tend to give
low ratings to apply pressure: “It creates a lot of tension if your
users write ’you’ll keep getting one star until you fixed X’.”
Hypothesis 2. Users intentionally select the feedback channel
to apply pressure by allying against the software company. The
more critical their feedback is, the more public is the channel
they choose.
B. Frequency
In all companies we studied, users can provide feedback
continuously. In practice this means that the feedback channels
remain continuously open. Companies C1, C2, and C4 receive
a continuous stream of user feedback, with dozens of messages
per day, even if no new version was recently released. C3
and C5 receive less feedback, each for a different reason. C3
develops software on behalf of other companies. Therefore,
they typically get feedback digests, pre-selected user feedback,
or feedback reported by their customers. The users of C5, who
all use the software professionally, first collect several ideas
and feedback and then send a single message which contains
them all. Consequently, C5 receives feedback less frequently
but in high concentrations.
In general, users seem to give feedback just as their concern
happens. Subject S1 explained that therefore user feedback and
product backlogs might contradict each other: “The question is
always when and to what extent do you consider the feedback.
But if they really shout, you need to react quickly.”

Table III
U SER - DEVELOPER COMMUNICATION MODES .
feedback type
Error reports
Feature requests
Feedback
Ratings

C1
pull
pull
push
push

C2
pull
push
push
push

C3
push
push
push
push

C4
push
push
push
pull

C5
pull
push
pull
push

Hypothesis 3. Users frequently provide feedback, but user
feedback does not always reach developers.
C. User-Developer Communication
None of the studied companies employed focus groups or
a similar user involvement method to gather user feedback
after the product launch, for instance to assess a planned new
feature. Only C3 had conducted focus groups in the beginning of single business-to-business projects, but with their
customers instead of end-users. S3 explained that focus groups
were regarded as helpful to get to know a new application
domain. Moreover, S3 claimed it was common practice that
end-users are not involved until the launch of a product, while
customers typically take the role of the end-user during the
initial development phase. However, customer involvement
seems to serve a purpose other than eliciting user requirements,
as S3 justified this practice stating that “customers know what
they want, but not how it should look like”.
User-developer communication is established differently
across all studied organizations, as illustrated in Table III.
Error reports are automatically triggered (pull) in the case of
C1, C2, and C5, who ask users to provide error reports after
a crash has occurred. C1 explicitly trigger feature requests,
as S1 describes: “Sometimes we ask our users on Facebook
what they desire, and usually get constructive suggestions.”
Feedback on current features is explicitly requested only in
the case of C5, who roll out beta versions to selected users.
Finally, C4 explicitly trigger product ratings after fixed time
periods by redirecting the user to a specific AppStore page.
An interesting observation was made by S5, who distinguished four different communication types. First, conversations with users at trade fairs are triggered by the users
and may eventually lead to new product ideas. Second, beta
versions made available to selected users trigger frequent,
personal, bi-directional discussions. Third, users proactively
ask questions on features in pre-sales software versions they
have used for a short time. Finally, the typical “support
communication” regards users’ experience with a product
which they have bought and used for a longer time.
The most systematically supported feedback type seem to be
error reports, as all studied products are capable of including
automatically generated stack traces and usage data as an error
occurs. The reason may lie in the very concrete nature of errors. It is evident when they happen, and quite straightforward
to automatically collect related information with established
development frameworks or libraries. All other user feedback
is not “machine-readable” and in particular lacks a tangible
trigger. As a consequence, there is no common practice neither
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on providing nor on gathering such feedback. For instance, S5
explained that their users include multiple suggestions in one
message and often even mix different feedback types. On the
other hand, companies do not systematically “educate” their
users to a common, helpful way of giving feedback.
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Hypothesis 4. Users are not systematically involved during
software evolution. Apart from error reports there is no
commonly agreed practice on how to provide nor on how to
gather user feedback during software evolution.
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A. Motivation
The main motivation to appreciate user feedback seems to
be its origin: the user. Our interviews revealed that companies
are interested in their feedback particularly because of two
reasons. First, the user is king. After all, users buy the
product and thus companies are interested to satisfy their
needs. Users’ goodwill can quickly turn into anger, and even
harm the company, if they get frustrated with the software.
Consequently, software companies continuously seek to assess
the acceptance of their products. Second, developers need
real-world data from users’ environments, be it statistics about
which feature is used or which errors occur most and in
which context. Such data is especially helpful to complement
software tests and to align development efforts with feature
importance.
Hypothesis 5. User feedback supports continuous assessment
of product acceptance and serves as real-world usage data.
All subjects agreed that user feedback is helpful to reach
three main goals: to improve software quality, to identify
missing features, and to advertise and market a product.
a) Improve Quality: Users typically help to improve
software quality by reporting latent errors. S4 explains that
error reports are the feedback they are most interested in:
“Often we get problems which we couldn’t think of before,
since users have very heterogeneous configurations on their
machines.” S5 further illustrates the value of error reports: “We
need crash reports and stack traces. Without them we would
not know which crashes happen out there.” In single cases,
products were even released with few presumably insignificant
known bugs. But they turned out to be significant instead,
which eventually affected ratings and sales numbers.
Hypothesis 6. User feedback can improve software quality.
b) Identify Missing Features: All subjects reported that
users frequently request additional features. On the one hand,
companies appreciate this feedback as it helps to perfect a
product. S1 illustrated that missing features affect product
acceptance: “From their comments we could see that they
will never accept our product without this feature.” On the
other hand, companies need to be ahead of their users and
cannot create products by simply reacting to their feedback.
Instead, products are developed following internal roadmaps,
while external feature requests are only regarded as additional

Figure 2. User feedback analysis process.

support and signposts. S4 named one important reason for
this: “We filter very wisely, because we do not know how
many people this will really help.” This information need
was also confirmed by the other subjects. As a consequence,
small, incremental, perfective feature requests are rather heard
than revolutionary new ideas. S5 explained that professional
software users are aware of this fact: “Our users thoroughly
make up their mind how they could improve their workflows
and increase their profit. Then they argue that it would help
other users as well.”
Hypothesis 7. User feedback helps to identify missing features, but developers need to assess how many users will
benefit from a specific new feature.
c) Advertise and Market Product: Our subjects agreed
that in particular two types of user feedback benefit their
marketing. First and foremost, having many positive ratings
in application distribution platforms and particular rating sites
pushes applications into top lists, which in turn leads to more
downloads and higher sales numbers. S4 illustrated that this
was the reason why they explicitly ask the user to rate the
application after a specific time. S1 explained the underlying
reason: “We have a five star product in the AppStore. Together
with the price this creates trust among the users.” Second,
several users write about specific applications on their blogs
or other social media. Both S2 and S5 reported on cases where
a user had requested a feature which was later implemented,
whereupon the user publicly praised the company. The subjects
perceived such user-generated experience reports as important
multipliers.
Hypothesis 8. User feedback helps to advertise and market a
product by conveying trust in the form of positive user ratings
and user experience.
B. Analysis
Our interviews show that studied companies examine user
feedback in order to create corresponding todos and prioritize
them. We found that all studied companies follow a common,
iterative process to analyze user feedback, which comprises
two phases and six steps, as shown in Figure 2.
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d) Preparation Phase: The preparation phase comprises
steps to collect feedback from different sources and assign it
a coarse-grained category.
In the first step, developers merge the information they get
over different feedback channels. This is necessary, since user
feedback is obtained in various ways such as via email, phone
calls, or over the AppStore. However, not all channels are
equally suitable for a specific feedback type. S2 explained
that in particular error reports were not really helpful when
reported for instance by email, since typically important context information is missing: “In such a case we answer them
to report the error via the integrated feedback mechanism.”
In the second step, developers read user messages and
extract the included suggestions, which might be multiple for
a single message. To what extent users provide digest-like
feedback seems to depend particularly on the specific user
audience, as claimed by S5: “In our market segment it is quite
typical that users are willing to provide feedback. Sometimes
our users see themselves more as testers or co-developers.”
In the third step, developers decide if the feedback reports a
problem or requests a feature. All studied companies make this
simple distinction, in particular to be able to direct the report
quickly in the right workflow. Error reports are typically more
critical than feature requests, and therefore require a faster
reaction. C1 and C2 explicitly maintain two feedback lists for
this purpose. The other subjects did not report about explicit
lists, but consistently made this distinction when talking about
their workflows.
e) Triage Phase: The triage phase comprises steps to
assign feedback a priority and convert it into common project
artifacts.
In the fourth step, developers assess the individual priority
of the feedback. In the case of an error report, they estimate
how critical the reported error is, while for a feature request
developers assess if it is qualified, suitable to improve the
product, and fits into the product roadmap.
In the fifth step, developers estimate the impact of the user
feedback by investigating how frequently it occurs. To this end,
they relate multiple pieces of feedback to each other to find
commonly reported issues and needs. Our interviews suggest
that this step is more difficult for feature requests than for
error reports because of three reasons. First, in case of an
error all studied companies could access stack traces, which
could be symbolized and compared by tools. Feature requests
on the other hand, are hand-written and need to be read and
understood in order to compare them. Second, error reports
typically refer to a singular, concrete event, while features
and the underlying user needs might be complex. Third, while
the similarity of error reports can typically be calculated by
comparing stack frames, the similarity of feature requests
might be rather subtle. S5 explained that two similar feature
requests might seem unrelated at first glance: “Users might
request different things, but their underlying goal might be
the same. Our task is to abstract from the actual request, to
think about the why, and to anticipate what is really missing
on a conceptual level.”

In the last step, developers establish a connection with
conventional development tools and workflows. Our interviewees illustrated two particular ways. First, user feedback
is discussed in team meetings. In the case of C1, C4, and
C5, multiple developers collect user feedback and discuss the
results in recurring meetings. We found that such exchanges
were considered particularly useful as an additional tool to
identify frequently occurring errors and feature requests. Second, developers create tickets from user feedback and insert
them into the internal issue tracker. Interestingly, our impression was that user feedback is considered rather “flexible” until
it manifests as a concrete task in such a tool.
Hypothesis 9. Developers analyze user feedback in order to
create prioritized tasks which fit into the product roadmap.
The priority of a specific feedback depends on the frequency
of its occurrence.
C. Problems
All studied subjects agreed that it takes the most time to read
and understand user feedback as well as to assess its impact by
identifying how many users it applies to. We identified three
main reasons: content and quality of user feedback, manual
analysis and quantity of feedback, and the communication gap
between developers and users.
f) Content and Quality of Feedback: Our interviews
show that especially user feedback written in natural language
is a problem for developers. These texts are typically written
from a subjective perspective which requires developers to
get into the user’s mind to be able to reproduce her issue
or request. But often information which would be essential
to understand the feedback is missing. As illustrated by S1,
users also typically regard their feedback as very critical while
it might not be for the development team: “Some users are
in the habit of shouting quite loud, but they don’t really
mean it.” Moreover, complex features and user workflows
often lead to complex feature requests or issues. All subjects
except S5 further explained that user feedback often has poor
quality, in particular in the case of comments in the AppStore.
According to them, a substantial part of these comments are
unqualified and do not provide any value to the developers.
However, developers can only estimate the value of feedback
after reading or at least browsing it. It seems that such
wasted time increases developers’ disenchantment with user
feedback. S2 confirmed this interpretation: “Often users write
a lot of text, but then it turns out that they just used or
configured the software wrongly. At first this causes a lot
of trouble, and then you find that it was the users’ fault.”
Last, our interviewees reported that user feedback is often
contradictory. For instance, S1 illustrated that part of their
users consistently requests advanced, professional features,
while the other part appreciates simplicity and the easy entry.
Among our subjects contradicting preferences are currently
ignored, and the internal product roadmap is followed instead,
as S1 explained: “We ignore contradicting feedback until there
is a clear opinion in the community.”
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Table IV
P ERCEIVED COMPLEXITY OF AND SATISFACTION WITH CURRENT USER
FEEDBACK ANALYSIS PRACTICE .
subject

amount of

complexity of

feedback

comparing feedback

perceived satisfaction

S1

high

somewhat difficult

S2

high

very difficult

somewhat unsatisfied
very unsatisfied

S3

low

somewhat difficult

somewhat satisfied

S4

high

somewhat easy

undecided

S5

medium

very difficult

undecided

Hypothesis 10. Content and quality of user feedback affect its
analysis. Natural language content and low feedback quality,
as well as contradictory user feedback constitute particular
problems for developers.
g) Manual Analysis and Quantity of Feedback: We found
that subjects analyze user feedback almost exclusively in a
manual way. Consequently, in particular companies which
receive a large amount of feedback spend considerable effort
on its analysis. S2 pinpoints the limits of this practice: “Oftentimes we need to mark the mails as read, because we do
not have the resources to really read them all.” The analysis
process suggests that developers even read a specific feedback
multiple times while analyzing it. Our subjects reported that
in particular assessing criticality and impact is a difficult
and time-consuming task. To accomplish it, developers need
to compare new feedback to the already reported in order
to find duplicates or similar suggestions. Consequently, a
single request can require the developer to examine multiple
other feedback messages. We asked our subjects about their
satisfaction with the currently established analysis process,
on a 5-point Likert scale (1: very unsatisfied, 2: unsatisfied
3: undecided, 4: satisfied, 5: very satisfied). The average
response lies between somewhat unsatisfied and undecided
(mean=2.6), as shown in Table IV. Although the gathered
data does not allow for generalization, our interviews suggest
that the amount of received feedback as well as the perceived
complexity of the analysis task might influence developers’
satisfaction with current practice.
In contrast to other feedback types, automatically generated
crash reports which contain machine-readable information, can
be analyzed automatically. C1 and C5 employ analysis tools
which are capable to use this information to group multiple
reports by the similarity of the reported stack frames, and thus
to provide a measure for the impact of an error.
Hypothesis 11. Developers analyze user feedback mainly
manually and read single feedback multiple times.

ers and users. Because developers obtain user feedback over
different channels, it often gets copied from one medium to
another. This typically removes the possibility – if any – to
react on the feedback without major effort, for instance to ask
clarification questions. Furthermore, it increases developers’
distance to the reporting user. Many feedback channels allow
only for one-way communication from users to developers
in any case, which is typically not effective. A prominent
example often referred to by our subjects is the AppStore,
where users publish feedback under a self-assigned name.
While there are no built-in means to reach a specific user,
S3 exemplified how developers try to bypass this gap: “We do
’social reverse-engineering’, meaning that we try to find a user
on Facebook or Xing who left a bad comment in the AppStore,
by searching for the reported username. Then we ask if we
could set up a remote debugging session.” The absence of
mechanisms which allow developers to contact the feedback
author is perceived as a serious limitation by our subjects.
S1 illustrated one effect of this gap: “Often there is no real
error, but the user did not understand a specific feature. But we
cannot get back to them. Instead we are forced to change the
AppStore description to clarify the feature, or to add additional
help files.” Most feedback reporting mechanisms further do
not allow users to edit their feedback. Subject S2 mentioned
this as a severe limitation because of two reasons. First, users
seem to report problems often too hastily, but later cannot
cancel their feedback. Second, in some cases users provide
clarifying information later, but cannot associate it with their
prior feedback.
Hypothesis 13. Users and developers are disconnected due
to communication gaps in user feedback channels.
V. U SER I NVOLVEMENT R EQUIREMENTS
A. Tool Support
Our interviews show that developers generally would embrace tool support to consolidate user feedback. In particular
they hope for a better structure among the gathered feedback
and expect to save time, if user feedback could be grouped
semi-automatically or automatically to support an impact
analysis. S4 pointed out that user feedback should be regarded
as an important development artifact, for which longitudinal
tracking facilities are necessary. We think that companies
receiving large amounts of user feedback will benefit from
tool supported feedback consolidation, while we expect less
impact on companies which only receive a small amount of
feedback. Further, S1 and S5 remarked that new tools really
need to provide significant benefits with respect to their current
practices to be acceptable.

Hypothesis 12. Developers spend most effort on assessing the
priority and impact of user feedback. The main reason for this
is that developers need to manually estimate how many users
are affected by a specific feedback.

Hypothesis 14. Developers need tool support to consolidate,
structure, analyze, and track user feedback, particularly when
feedback volume is high.

h) Communication Gap between Developers and Users:
Our interviews depict a communication gap between develop-

We asked our subjects about their preferences for two different ways to consolidate user feedback: A re-active approach

B. Consolidation
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collects user feedback as before and analyzes the collected
data afterwards. A pro-active approach tries to avoid duplicate
feedback by presenting the reporting users relevant existing
feedback that they should vote for.
All subjects, except S5, preferred the pro-active approach
and gave two main reasons. First, it takes most of the work off
developers’ shoulders, since priority and impact are basically
results of the number of votes. Second, it reduces or even
avoids duplicates and thus unnecessary traffic. Consequently
it allows developers to concentrate only on important feedback.
S5 preferred the re-active approach to avoid biasing their
users: “If you bias the users with other user feedback, you will
probably restrict the creativity of the users.” S5 acknowledged
that the pro-active approach might be more appropriate in
cases where developers receive a higher amount of feedback
or users are not professionals. Interestingly, S4 regarded both
approaches as reasonable for two different privacy scenarios:
The re-active approach is more appropriate for feedback which
is currently private to the company such as phone calls,
while the pro-active approach should be employed for publicly
visible feedback such as AppStore reviews.
When asked how tools should consolidate user feedback,
studied subjects particularly favored three features. First, all
subjects agreed that in particular duplicates should be grouped
together. Moreover, subjects explained that while two users
might have made the same experience with the software, their
reports might be quite different, what should be considered
by any such tool. Second, all subjects agreed that the type of
feedback (error reports, feature requests, etc.) should determine
a feedback group as before. Third, all subjects, except S4,
reported that it would be helpful to know the feature to which
a feedback applies. S1 mentioned that it would be helpful to
be able to structure the received feedback “like the software”.
Hypothesis 15. To consolidate feedback, tools should group
duplicate or similar feedback, capture the feedback type, and
the feature for which it applies.
Hypothesis 16. Pro-active tools are appropriate for high
volumes of non-confidential feedback, while re-active tools are
appropriate for less feedback and more professional end-users.
C. Assessment
Our interviews show that developers constantly need to
assess the potential of user feedback to improve their software
and its impact within the user community. All studied subjects
confirmed that they would appreciate tool support for this
assessment, because it may influence the further development
plans. When asked how they would estimate the importance
of user feedback, our subjects specified two main measures.
First and foremost, the frequency of specific feedback, i.e. how
many users provided the same or similar feedback. Most subjects utilize this quantitative benchmark already today, but in
most cases they estimate it manually. S1 particularly regretted
that they are therefore currently only able to react slowly on
community trends: “We can only measure the frequency when
we already upset our users.” The main factors slowing down

reaction time include low visibility of existing feedback for
other users, scattering of feedback across multiple channels,
as well as manual analysis of user feedback by developers.
Second, all subjects would include an assessment of the
individual user who reported the feedback into the benchmark,
and specified several measures for such an assessment. They
considered it important to know for how long and how often
the reporting user has used the application, as pointed out by
S1: “If we have a user who uses our software twice a day
for several hours, her feedback is probably more important
than feedback of a casual user who ’accidentally’ bought the
software.” S2 and S4 would further base their assessment of
a user on the past experience with that user: “Frequency is
important. But if a user always reports inappropriate feedback,
we would not want this to be highly prioritized. Quality over
quantity.” [S2]. All subjects stated that they manually keep
track of particularly helpful users. However, only S2 and S3
also treat their feedback differently, which typically means
reading it first. Moreover, all studied companies, except C1,
let these users know that they are important, for instance by
thanking them via email (C3) or by issuing coupons (C3, C5).
Hypothesis 17. To support impact analysis, tools should
measure the frequency of user feedback and provide developers
with an individual assessment of the reporting user.
VI. D ISCUSSION
We discuss the implications of our findings for researchers,
practitioners, and tool designers and summarize the limitations
of our study.
A. Implications
User feedback contains important information for developers which helps to improve software quality and to identify
missing features. In order to assess its relevance and potential
impact, developers need to analyze the gathered feedback.
High effort is required for this analysis, as developers mostly
accomplish it manually.
1) Implications for Researchers: In order to facilitate user
feedback analysis, researchers should study main factors that
contribute to its complexity and explore how it can be automatized. We see two main implications. First, since user
feedback is typically natural language text whose quality might
be poor, it is difficult to determine its content automatically.
Research should explore how to extract information from such
artifacts, for instance using microtext understanding or island
parsing methods. Second, user feedback often lacks important
context information which can facilitate understanding and
help developers to reproduce reported issues. Consequently,
researchers should examine how context information can be
made available for the analysis process.
2) Implications for Practitioners: Based on our results, we
give three recommendations to developers. First, know your
audience. Our study suggests that different user audiences
provide feedback in different ways. Consumers seem to report ad-hoc, while professional users might elaborate more
on their feedback. In either case, developers should provide
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suitable channels to gather the specific kind of feedback.
Second, reduce the number of feedback channels. We found
that feedback is typically scattered across several channels.
As a consequence, developers merge feedback gathered over
multiple channels, which reduces traceability and increases the
gap to their users. Developers should identify which feedback
type is supported best by which channel and discontinue other
channels. Channels which allow for two-way communication
should be preferred. Third, educate your users. Companies
who decide to take user feedback seriously need to explain
to their users how to provide helpful feedback. For instance,
multiple requests within one message might complicate its
analysis, while indicating the feedback type might be helpful.
3) Implications for Tool Designers: User feedback is a
rich source of information. Our study shows that developers
work through this information in order to create conventional,
prioritized development tasks. Developers need tool support
to facilitate consolidation, structuring, analysis, and tracking
of user’s feedback, especially when the occurring volume is
high. Tool designers should investigate how developers can
be assisted during these tasks. Our results suggest that novel
tools should identify similar and duplicate reports, capture the
feedback type, and document the affected feature. Developers’
main information needs include the impact of feedback in
terms of its frequency as well as an assessment of the
individual reporting user, for instance how often and for how
long she has used the software or how often she has already
reported.
B. Limitations
As with any research methodology, our choice of research
methods has limitations.
1) Construct Validity: With this study we aimed at exploring problems and information needs in current user involvement practice. Construct validity therefore measures whether
these concepts can be correctly reflected by means of interviews. First, interviews obviously rely on the statements of the
participants, which might be subjective. While subjectivism
is difficult to eliminate in interviews, we limit its effects by
basing our findings exclusively on the statements of multiple
subjects. Further, the semi-structured nature of our interviews
allowed us to react on participants’ statements, and to ask whyquestions whenever needed, while guaranteeing at the same
time that all participants answered the same questions. Second,
subjects might not even be aware of occurring problems. To
limit this effect, we concretized questions related to problems,
asking which tasks take much time, are subjectively difficult,
and which information is needed to accomplish them. Other
studies (e.g. [7], [9], [18]) support our findings, what makes
us confident that the identified problems are real. Ensuring
construct validity for empirical studies of software developers
is always a complex task, specifically as such studies typically
require the researcher to abstract from observed behavior
or gathered information. Therefore, we encourage other researchers to replicate this study or enhance it, for instance by
means of task observations.

2) Internal Validity: Because our study is of exploratory nature, its internal validity is determined mainly by the evidence
we have used to generate our hypotheses. We therefore discuss
the two main factors which might affect the soundness of our
observations, and illustrate how we tried to limit them. First,
the interviewer might be biased towards the study proposition.
In other words, he might have had a priori expectations and
assumptions, and could have sought to confirm them. In order
to limit this threat, we recorded the audio of each interview,
transcribed the recorded audio, and sent the transcription back
to the interviewees asking for corrections. Likewise, we sent
the participants a copy of our hypotheses, and requested
their feedback. All participants agreed with our findings.
Second, participants might have given answers which are not
completely reflecting their work practice, because they knew
the results would be published. While this threat can never
be completely eliminated in interviews, we addressed it by
guaranteeing the complete anonymity of our participants and
their companies.
3) External Validity: The applicability of our findings has
to be established carefully. The main limit to the generalizability of our findings results from the fact that we have
interviewed only five subjects. We could increase confidence
in our hypotheses by interviewing more subjects from a larger
cross section of application domains and user audiences. On
the other hand, all studied subjects are software professionals
with over 3 years of practical experience in industrial companies and fill different roles. Moreover, studied projects span
different domains, different amounts of users, and different
user audiences, which makes us confident that our findings are
representative. Finally, this study is of exploratory nature and
was not designed to be largely generalizable. Its main idea
is to explore and understand how developers deal with user
feedback during software evolution, and which problems they
encounter. To this end, we formulate hypotheses which should
be validated by future studies of larger populations. Consequently, we avoid answering yes/no questions but concentrate
on identifying common, real problems and information needs.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Most studies about user involvement in practice explore
the “early” phases of the software development lifecycle and
specifically investigate how and to which degree users are
involved [17], and which effects such involvement has on
product acceptance [10]. Only few other studies are concerned
with exploring how developers work with user feedback during
software evolution, and which problems they encounter.
Ko et al. [9] found two main factors which constrain
evolution decisions in development teams. First, developers
were more likely to address feedback they believed to be
shared by the majority of the users. Similarly, conflicting
needs and preferences among the users reduced the probability
for a feedback to be addressed. Our study confirms these
findings (Hypotheses 9 and 10), and additionally concludes
that developers often lack the necessary information to be
able to assess the stake size for a given feedback (Hypothesis
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12). The second factor is related to how deep an intervention
would be required to address a specific user feedback. Correspondingly, our subjects reported that user feedback should fit
into the product roadmap. Ko et al. conclude that feedback is
a significant source of knowledge about user practices, what
is confirmed by our results (Hypothesis 5). Interestingly, the
authors argue that user feedback should be treated as a signal
that further research is needed rather than as a guide for
what to change. The main reason lies in the way developers
currently react to user feedback which can harden the original
software design. In contrast, we claim that developers need
novel tools which fill their information needs, and allow them
to measure the impact of user feedback.
Heiskari and Lehtola [7] investigate user involvement in
practice without focusing on a specific development lifecycle
phase, and identify several challenges which are confirmed
by our study. First, similarly to our results the authors found
that user information is scattered, unorganized, and difficult to
access (Hypothesis 1), and that there is no clear and common
process on understanding users (Hypothesis 4). Second, while
feedback and other user information were considered important, the authors found that there is too little of this information
available for developers (Hypotheses 5 and 12). Moreover, the
study revealed that determining the average end-user opinion
is a hard task, which our interviews confirm (Hypothesis 10).
Finally, the authors discovered a need for the integration of
user knowledge into existing development processes. We argue
that this supports our finding that developers need tool support
to deal with user feedback (Hypothesis 14).
Zimmermann et al. [18] specifically focus on developers’
problems with bug reports in open source projects. One of
their main results is that poorly written reports as well as
missing information particularly hinder developers from understanding and reproducing issues, which is also confirmed by
our interviews (Hypothesis 10). The authors further revealed
a mismatch between information needed by developers and
information which users actually provide, what intensifies our
Hypothesis 4: According to our subjects, error reports typically include automatically generated information to support
developers. Finally, the authors showed that well-known users’
feedback is likely to get more attention, regardless of its
importance. Similarly, our interviews showed that developers
are interested in an individual assessment of the reporting user
(Hypothesis 17).
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We reported on an empirical case study with five professional, small and medium-sized software development companies, exploring the current practice of user involvement during
software evolution. We found that user feedback contains important information for developers, helps to improve software
quality and to identify missing features. However, to assess
its relevance and potential impact, developers need to analyze
the gathered feedback, which is mostly done manually, in spite
of its typically high volume – if it is done at all. Our results
suggest that tools which consolidate, structure, analyze, and

track user feedback would help to reduce the effort required
by developers to deal with end user feedback. We claim
that future work should aim at developing the corresponding
tools to facilitate continuous user involvement. We suggest
to perform empirical studies such as content analyses of user
feedback to establish foundations and refine tool requirements.
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